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Abstract

We derive the Boltzmann-Langevin equation using Green's functions techniques

in the real-time path formalism. We start from the Martin-Schwinger hierarchy and

close it approximately at the two-body level. A careful discussion of the initial con-

ditions for the free two-body Green's function provides the flexibility to recover the

discarded correlations as fluctuations leading to the Langevin force. The derivation

is generalized to the T-matrix approach which allows to prove that one can use

the same effective interaction in the mean-field as well as in the collision term and

Langevin force.
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1 Introduction

Heavy-ion collisions at intermediate energies offer an unique tool for studying both the

equation of state and the transport properties of nuclear matter. This however requires

dynamical theories which account for the whole collision process. In a first generation

of approaches only the mean-field part of the dynamics was included [1]. In spite of the

successes of Time-Dependent-Hartree-Fock (TDHF), it was soon realized that the next

step was to incorporate dissipation or, in other words, to take into account, at least in

an average way, the effect of the residual interaction. This gave rise to many attempts

for so-called extended TDHF [2]. However, partly for practical reasons, only very few

calculations were performed for realistic cases [3, 4]. Semiclassical approaches have hence

appeared as attractive alternatives and considerable advances have been made in this

direction in recent years [5, 6], mostly on the numerical side [5, 7]. Although some of

the quantal effects are lost [8], one expects the overall dynamics to be reasonably well

described for beam energies beyond about 10 MeV/A and for the average properties of

one-body observables.

However, all these one-body models have a major drawback. They cannot describe

fluctuations of the mean-field. Only one mean-field is propagated while one would need

an ensemble of very different mean-fields. Pure one-body approaches (even dissipative

ones) hence fail to account for phenomena such as, for example, multifragmentation [9].

Furthermore, one expects that fluctuations grow rapidly during the early stages of the

collision process, as a consequence of a fast dissipation mechanism induced by the numer-

ous two-body collisions (fluctuation-dissipation theorem). This implies that fluctuations

could also strongly influence preequilibrium emission and subthreshold particle produc-

tion (such as heavy mesons and 7-rays), as well as the whole following dynamical process.

It is therefore of prime importance to go beyond one-body models, by incorporating fluc-

tuations of the mean-field.

One attempt in this direction was made some years ago at the quantal level, by

starting propagation from an ensemble of TDHF trajectories representing the compound



stage [10]. However, a proper building-up of the heated initial state was still missing

in this calculation. In this spirit TDHF should be extended in two respects, namely by

introducing both an average dissipative and a fluctuating component. This is the aim of

the stochastic TDHF, proposed some years ago [11] and recently formulated [12]. In the

semiclassical context, Ayik and Gregoire proposed two years ago an extension of one-body

transport models by incorporating high order correlations into the equation of motion in

a stochastic approximation [13, 14]. This gives rise to a Boltzmann-Langevin equation

for fluctuating single-particle densities. A similar method was developed by Randrup and

Remaud [15]. First numerical simulations of such stochastic transport equations are also

currently being presented in various approximation schemes [16, 17]. An alternative way

for describing fluctuations is provided by Molecular Dynamics simulations. In this kind

of approaches, one considers the evolution of the full many-body dynamics and develops

approximate methods for simulating the many-body equations of motion at various levels

of sophistication, with or without explicit treatment of Pauli correlations [18,19, 20]. This

is obviously a hard task in which the experience (both from a purely theoretical and from

a numerical point of view) acquired in the first two generations of calculations (namely

TDHF and/or its semiclassical extensions) is virtually lost. Furthermore, the link between

well-defined dynamical equations and the actual simulations may be obscure.

From a more formal point of view, stochastic extensions of standard one-body (trans-

port) theories remain a very promising field of research. In this context, Bixon and

Zwanzig proposed long ago a stochastic extension of the Boltzmann equation (in the

limit of small fluctuations) and studied applications to an hydrodynamical regime [21].

To our knowledge, the work of Ayik and Gregoire [13, 14] was the first application of

the Boltzmann-Langevin equation for a system of strongly interacting Fermions with

large fluctuations. The derivation they propose is based on a truncation of the standard

BBGKY hierarchy for density matrices [22] and they give explicit expressions in the semi-

classical limit. The next step is to derive the resulting Boltzmann-Langevin equation in a

more general (and powerful) framework, namely with Green's functions techniques. This

is the purpose of the present work.



The physics of energetic heavy-ion collisions requires that we work with impure states,

heating, and relaxation processes. Thus we use the real-time path, or Keldish, formalism

for nonequilibrium quantum statistics [23,24] which is extensively explained in the context

of nuclear physics applications in ref. [8]. We give therefore only a very short introduction

to Green's function techniques in the real-time path formalism, see subsection 2.1, and

use the Martin-Schwinger hierarchy for the many-body Green's functions along these

real-time paths.

As any many-body formalism, the Green's function technique is not a black box which

releases the ultimate result after cranking the mill long enough. It is only a very useful

tool which allows to handle the framework of many-body quantum mechanics and to

carry forth the consequences of deliberate approximations made a priori to the derivation.

Thus it is not surprising that collision terms can be derived at many different levels of

refinement. The simplest approach is the evaluation in the so called Born collisional

approximation which treats the two-body interaction as a small perturbation on top of

the dominating mean-field motion [25]. This approach provides the most transparent and

straightforward derivation. We therefore perform the first part of the derivation within the

Born approximation. However, this approximation is not appropriate in nuclear physics

because the nucleon-nucleon interaction is very strong. One has to remove the worst

singularities by summing up the ladder diagrams and to use the emerging T-matrix as

the effective interaction for the remaining low energy processes as mean-field propagation

and collisions. This leads to the so called T-matrix approach [25, 26]. We will generalize in

the last subsection the results of the Born collisional approximation to this more relevant

T-matrix approach.



2 The formal framework

2.1 Short review of the real-time path formalism

The time-integration in the Green's function formulation poses special problems for many-

body systems above the ground-state, as e.g. in a thermal excited state. One often uses

the imaginary time technique [25]. But this becomes disadvantageous if one proceeds

to consider really dynamical processes. The more versatile alternative is here the real-

time path formalism [23, 24]. There one uses real time arguments but symmetrizes the

time-path between future and past in order to account for relaxation processes where

time-reversal symmetry is broken. We consider a situation where the physical time path

runs from an initial time t0 to a final time t. Thus one considers the corresponding real-

time path C with a forward branch & where r runs from t0 to t infinitesimally above the

real time axis and a backward branch & where T runs from t back to to infinitesimally

below the real time axis, see fig. 1. We introduce the new time-label r for a time on the

full path C. It separates into TT = t + ie for r 6 CT and T^ = t — ie for r 6 C*. In fact,

this real-time path, running forward and backward in physical time, is the natural first

outcome from an expansion of many-body expectation values in the Heisenberg picture

using the time-evolution operator. It is only for systems with a unique ground state that

we can employ the Cell- Mann theorem to remove the branch going backward from +00

to —oo in terms of an infinite phase factor.

We introduce then the C-ordered one-body Green's function G

G(riri , rV , ) = -i(Tc

This is the Green's function in coordinate space representation. Here and in the following

we prefer the more geneial and compact notation

Gl(rl,r'l) = -i(Tc ^ ( r O ^ T ' i ) ) (1)

where G\ is an operator in the one-body Hilbert space (covering e.g. coordinate space

and all internal degrees-of-freedom as spin, isospin etc). This keeps the notation free



Figure 1: Illustration in the complex plane off's of the real-time path C extending from

physical times to to t. The dashed lines indicate that the path C may be extended to -foo

and back without changing any result of the theory.

from any special representation, may it be coordinate space, momentum space or some

configuration space. It is only the more critical time arguments which remain displayed

explicitely. The two C-times TI and r[ in GI separate into 2x2 branches of physical times

t ± ie. Thus the C-ordered Green's function GI can be formally written as a 2 x 2 matrix

in 1"-.[-space

(2)

whose components represent the four physical Green's functions

where T is the time ordering operator and 7" the anti-time ordering one. These expres-

sions show that the Green's function GI along the C-path carries all physical Green's



functions , GJ, G°, Gf and Gf in one compact object. The physical Green's functions

are recovered by projecting the |-J,-components of the full G I , e.g. G}T =• GJ etc. It is this

compact notation which makes the real-time path formalism so powerful and convenient

for manipulating many-body theory in non-equilibrium situations.

Most observables are computed as traces with the density operator of the system. The

densities are obtained as limiting cases of the physical Green's functions at equal times.

And the latter are obtained by projecting the full Green's function on the real-time path.

A few possibilities to express the one-body density operator p are given here

P(t] = -iGf(t,t) = -iG[(t,t+) = -zG|T

p(t] = -tG?(M) = -iG?(i,O = Ci

p(t) = I - p(t) = *G>(M) = *G?(M+

p(t} = 1 - p(t] = iG>(t,t] = iG\(t,r) = GJ

where t± = t ± Si for an infinitesimal St and similarly T* = T ± ST with the distinction

5rT = -f St and ST^ = —St. These relations will be needed later if we reduce the collision

integral in terms of densities.

One can generalize similarly the two-body Green's function to the real-time path C

yielding Gi2(ri,r2;T1',T2). This is straightforward but cumbersome because we encounter

now 24 different branches. We omit the details. Most of the manipulations with Gi2 in

the following will be obvious generalizations of similar steps explained for the one-body

Green's function G\ above. Some details relevant for the following derivation are given in

Appendix A.

The equations-of-motion for Green's functions often employ the ̂ -function in time

S(t — t'). This can be generalized to a ^-function on the real- time path C as

SC(T - r') =

S(t-tf) for T,r'€CT

-S(t-t') for iM-'eC* (3)

0 otherwise.



2.2 Closing the Mart in- Sch winger hierarchy

We start from the Martin- Schwinger hierarchy of many-body Green's functions. The

equation for the one- body Green's function reads

(i9r - *iX?i(r, T') = 6c(r - r')li - i tr2{«12G12(r, r; T', T+)} (4)

where r, T' are times on the real-time path C. In Equation (4), 6c(r — r ') is the ^-function

on the path C, and li is the unit operator in one-body space, for particle 1. The kinetic

operator is t and Vi2 labels the elementary two-body interaction between particles 1 and

2. This equation couples to the two-body Green's function C?i2 which, in turn, is given

by the next higher order equation in the hierarchy, which can be written as

r; r'2] + SC(T - r ^ G ^ r ;

, r; TI, T2) - i tr3{(u13 + u23)G123(r, T, r; r,, TJ, r + )} (5)

In Eq. (5) the notation GZ(T; r2) denotes the one-body Green's function associated to

particle 2 and A\®Bz means the antisymmetrized product of two one-body operators into

two-body space, respectively acting on 1 and 2. In configuration space representation it

reads

(.<4i<8>/?2)a0;a'j9' = Aaa'J30pi — AQft'B0ai (6)

Equation (5) couples to the three-body Green's function Gi23. There are several ways

to close this hierarchy by approximating C?i23 in separable forms [27]. One way leads to

RPA, another one to the Bruckner ladder series, and further choices are conceivable. We

select the reduction related to the Bruckner ladder series and close the Martin- Schwinger

hierarchy by cutting-off the three-body Green's function Gm with the assumption

(T,T;T{,^) (7)

where u; is the mean-field potential defined by the relation

«<(T)C?,-(T; T/) = -i tr3{ui3Gt-(r; T/)®G3(r; T + ) } (8)

8



This closes the hierarchy and Eq. (5) becomes a closed equation for the two-body Green's

function Gj2

T; T^) + Sc(r - r ^ G ^ r ; r 1 ' ) 01 2

T2) (9)

where fe, = ii + u,- is the mean-field Hamiltonian for the particle i. Equation (4) is then

determined from the knowledge of G\I.

2.3 Formal solution for the two-body Green's function

We solve Eq. (9) formally to

GH(T,T;T̂ ) = ( $ W ; ^ ) - ' ^ (10)

where the "free" two-body Green's function G^ is defined to fulfill

(11)

However, one needs to specifiy also some appropriate initial conditions in order to deter-

mine Gj 2 uniquely. It turns out at the end that we need only to know the free two-body

Green's function at the special time arguments G|2 (T, r; r ' , T'). It is determined from

solving Eq. (11) with the initial condition

(12)

where PII(T') denotes the two-body density matrix at time r ' . This means that

propagates an initial two-body density pn purely in the mean-field A,- without explicit

two-body potential v\^.

The free propagation of an arbitrary, possibly correlated, initial condition Pii(r'} is

seen most clearly if we express Gj2 in terms of the mean-field time-evolution operator

t7<°>(r,T') = THexp I - i /' dfh(f) } for T > T' (13)



£/(°>(r,T') = (f / ( 0 )(r ' , r))+ for r < T'

where TC is the C-path ordered product of the h(f). This allows to write

Giftr, r; r', r') = C/<0)(r, T ' ) ^ O ) ( T , r > 1 2 ( r ' ) for r > r ' (14)

It is also possible to place the time-evolution operators on the right-hand side of PII(T)

or to use /9J2 at any other time and to propagate to r and T' with the appropriate {/,- on

right and left side.

Note that the above definition of the free two-body Green's function is more general

than usual. It is the usual practice to separate G$ directly as

^ ( T . T S T ' . T ' ) = G1(r,r')'®'C?2(r,r') (15)

This yields the well known Bruckner ladder series from iterating Eq. (10). But this also

corresponds to the separable initial condition

pii(r} = -p^(r} = pi(T}®p2(r) (16)

and such an initial condition is by no means necessary. On the contrary, it wipes out

all fluctuations in />12 which may have built up in the course of the time-evolution up

to time r. This is also true for the initial condition T = r0. In a heavy ion collision,

for example, the ground states of the colliding nuclei are not necessarily built in a mean

field picture but should rather take into account correlations. We hence need the freedom

to use arbitrarily general />i2 in order to transfer the information on fluctuations from

intermediate times to the present.

One is usually tempted to read-off a seperable form (15) from the separable terms

on the right-hand-side of Eq. (11). However, this is misleading. The SC(T — T;)-terms in

Eq. (11) merely define the step in Gj2 about G2 if T[ moves from T( < r to TJ > r and

about GI if r2 moves from TJ < r to T2 > T. The full solution for G^ at all possible

combinations of times, of course, has to display these steps. The simple form (14) emerges

only for the particular time arguments there.

10



2.4 The one-body equation in two-body Born approximation

We iterate Eq. (10) up to first order Born approximation. This yields

G12(r, r; T;, r2) * G J ^ T , r; r{, r2) - j jf df G ^ f r r; f, f)vuG^(f, f ; r,', r^) (17)

We insert the Born approximation for GU into the equation (4) for the one-body Green's

function. This yields

f jT ' ,^)} (18)

This is as far as purely formal considerations can go. There remains now several open

questions. Equation (18) still recurs to the yet undetermined two-body density p\i in

GJ2 , and the Born approximation implies some sort of order counting. Further evalua-

tion requires to discuss time scales and order counting. This more physical part of the

derivation will be continued in the next section.

3 Reduction to the Boltzmann-Langevin equation

3.1 Mean-field motion as leading order

The lowest order approximation is obtained by considering only the first term on the right-

hand-side of Eq. (17). This yields the pure mean-field time-evolution in which initially

separable states, piz(r) = 7>vi(T) = Pi(T)®P2(T) (see Eq. (16)), propagate to separable

states at all times. Thus we can employ the separable ansatz (15) for the free two-body

Green's function and obtain the mean-field equation for the one-body Green's function

(idT-hl)G1(T,T') = 6C(T-T% (19)

where the ^{u^Gj j } has been absorbed into the mean-field /ij = <j + ui with the

mean-field potential Uj as given in Eq. (8).

A closed solution of the mean-field equation (19) is

Gi (T, T') = tf}0)(T, 7b)p(7b)^(0)(To, r') (20)

11



where U^ is the mean-field time-evolution operator (13). The propagation of observables

is determined by the propagation of densities which is given explicitely as

Pi(r] = UT, r o M r o o , r) (21)

and which can be determined as the solution of the equation

)] (22)

This equation for the density is obtained from Eq. (19) by subtracting the hermitian

conjugate and taking the limit r ' — > r.

3.2 Discussion of dynamical time scales

The further steps of the derivation may be best understood by a coarse graining in time

(although it may be possible to derive the equations-of-motion without taking explicit

recourse to a coarse graining [28]). By a careful examination of the hierarchy of time

scales involved in the dynamical evolution one can assume the existence of a time interval

At which meets the following conditions :

• The time interval At is small as compared to the mean-field changes

A*

where &IMF is the typical time for mean-field evolution, i.e. p(t + A^A/F)
 w p(t}-

Note that this time is related to physical changes in the densities or mean-fields.

The phase in the mean-field wavefunctions oscillates much more rapidly. This time

scale is usually even faster than the collisional processes [28].

• Perturbation theory for the residual interaction is still valid, i.e.

At < Atpert

where AtpeTt is the limiting time for the validity of the Born approximation in

eq. (17).

12



• We furthermore assume that the time interval A< is of the order or larger than the

collision time i.e.

A* >

The collision time Atcon is the time which is needed to develop the energy matching

^-function in the collision term. That means, A< is long enough such that transitions

between mean-field paths from single collisions mediated by the Born term can be

fully established before multiple collision set on.

The perturbation time A<per< needs some more explanation. The part of Vi2 which is

not accounted for in the mean-field ui is called the residual interaction. We abbreviate

it as vre3 in the following discussion of order counting. The residual interaction causes

transitions off the mean-field path in the course of the time-evolution. This is expressed

formally by the second term on the right-hand-side of Eq. (17). This term is obviously

of the order vjes. The question is now about the validity of the Born approximation

(17). The approximation will be probably badly violated over long time scales (as almost

all expansions in many-body theory are suspicious at very long times [29]). But there

is always some short time interval for which multiple interactions are negligible and for

which the Born approximation suffices. In other words A£pert is the maximum time for

which perturbation theory in second order remains valid.

The collision time Atcoii is also a very involved quantity. It is much easier understood

in the framework of stochastic TDHF [12]. The collision time A^co;j is determined by the

spectral properties of the system and the residual interaction. In particular, it is related

to the variance of vap^s with energy. We call A ^ the energy range over which the matrix

elements of the residual interaction va^s stay nearly constant. Then

We need furthermore that the time-interval A< is not too large in order to leave a finite

width 1/Af for the energy-matching tf-function. This finite width is to allow the evaluation

of the 6-function in a discrete set of single-particle energies. The width thus should remain

somewhat larger than the average energy spacing in the single particle spectrum.

13



The extraction of the time interval At is a disguised formulation of the well-known

molecular-chaos assumption which underlies kinetic equations of Boltzmann type. In the

true Boltzmann approximation, however, only the average propagation is kept and the

statistical fluctuations generated by two-body collisions are neglected. Our aim here is

to restore these fluctuations in the equation of motion. For this purpose we shall make a

perturbation expansion in terms of urea, over the time interval At (section 3.4).

3.3 Global and local ensemble averages

The Boltzmann-Langevin equation equation which will emerge from these derivations is

a stochastic differential equation. It produces in several subsequent runs an ensemble of

time-dependent mean-fields which may develop eventually to embrace very large fluctu-

ations of the mean-fields. We follow here the notion of Ref. [14] and call this the global

ensemble. Each particular path in the global ensemble is determined from a Boltzmann

equation centering around one mean-field. The Boltzmann collision term transfers energy

from the mean-field motion into internal excitations which is described statistically by

a heating of the system. Thus a particular mean-field state corresponds to a thermally

excited state which is considered to be an ensemble of pure states. We call this the local

ensemble.

A hierarchy of Green's functions which is cut-off at the two-body level can never

embrace large fluctuations of the mean-fields. Thus it is not able to describe the global

ensemble. The approximate hierarchy developed above is centered about one particular

mean-field and is appropriate to represent the local ensemble. However, it contains already

the two-body effects which allow for some fluctuations about the mean-field which remain

small of order vre3 within the time interval At. These small fluctuations are the seed of

the large fluctuations which develop over larger time intervals.

The strategy is then to use the Eqs. (17,18) as the tool for deriving the time evolution

over small time intervals At allowing for the propagation of small fluctuations about the

actual mean-field. These small fluctuations within the local ensemble are used to derive

14



the stochastic Langevin force complementing the Boltzmann collision term. The emerging

Boltzmann-Langevin equation describes then the generation and propagation of the global

ensemble.

3.4 Counting terms in orders of the residual interaction

Let us consider the time evolution on the coarse time grid At

A*COJ< < At < A*MF (23)

which is a fine mesh with respect to the mean field but large enough to sample complete

collisions induced by vre3. At time t we separate pi2 into the leading separable mean-field

form and small fluctuations.

Pu = P&Pi + &Pi2 (24)

The term p&p?, determines the mean-field for the propagation. The term Spw carries

the information about the two-body correlations from the previous step, i.e. the small

fluctuations about the actual mean-field. It is handled together with the perturbative

treatment of two-body correlations, and it is considered as being of the order v*M.

During the time interval At, the dynamics is dominated by the mean-field. The

residual interaction in the Born term of Eq. (17) causes transitions off the mean-field

path and we consider these effects up to second order in vres. These transitions can be

considered as being finished during At.

After the time interval At, we discard detailed information on the correlations and

account only for its effect back on the one-body densities. This leads to the Boltzmann

collision term which "heats up" the system i.e. it transfers mean-field energy into internal

degrees-of-freedom. The heated one-body density p\ then represents the average over a

local ensemble of Slater states. Thus the average two-body density p\®pi will be accom-

panied by statistical fluctuations A/)^. We now consider these statistical fluctuations as

our available information on the residual correlations in the system. Thus we identify

Spi-2 = A/J12

15



This is plausible from looking back at the procedure. The correlations heat up the system.

The heat gives rise to fluctuations. The phases are lost, of course, by the statistical

evaluation of the fluctuations.

In other words, the state of the system is a separable state in the average over the

local ensemble i.e. of the form ~p~fi = p^p^. The fluctuations 8pi2 vanish in the local

average. But they have a non-vanishing second moment < tipntipn > from which the

second moment of the stochastic force will finally be derived.

The separation (24), that we hence apply at each time, leads to the corresponding

separation of the free two-body Green's function

+ 6C (25)

where

= G, aC a = 0 , r ')[/2(r, r ' ) ( r ' ) (26)

and

«38}(T, r'} = £/<O)(T, r')t/2
(0)(T, ') W ) (27)

The 6G\2 propagates the initial correlations Spu built up from the previous step with the

mean-field evolution U^. It is thus also counted as beeing of the order of v\es. We remind

the definition (8) of the mean-field u,-, we insert the separation (25) into the Eq. (18) for

the one-body Green's function in Born approximation, and we discard all terms which

are higher than second order in the residual interaction vre,. This yields

(idr-hi)Gi(T,r'} = 6c(T-r')il

- tr2{ / <ffWl2G^(0)(r, r; f, f ) » 1 2 ^ ( 0 ) ( f , f ; r', r')}
JC

-itr2{t;12«7<0>(T,T')} (28)

and this is the desired Boltzmann-Langevin equation in Green's function form. The

real-time path C for time integration in the collision integral runs over the coarse time

interval A*. The first line represents the mean-field motion, the second term on the

r.h.s. corresponds to the Boltzmann collision term, and the third term turns out to yield

16



the fluctuating force term. This fluctuating force, because of the small associated time

scale may be treated as a stochastic component in Eq. (28). The resulting equation will

then be called a Boltzmann-Langevin equation.

3.5 Reduction to an equation for the one-body density

The equation (28) determines the one-body Green's function dominantly from propagation

in the mean-field MJ plus the effects of second order in the residual interaction. The latter

transfer the full pole-structure of the two-body spectrum into GI if treated in full detail.

This is hardly manageable and most of these details are unimportant for computing

observables. One is mainly interested in computing the time-evolution of the one-body

density PI(T). To this end, we proceed similar as in section 3.1, taking the hermitian

conjugate of Eq. (28), subtracting it from Eq. (28) as it stands, and finally taking the

limit T — > T'. This yields

idrPl(T)-[hi,Pl\ = K + SK (29)

K = tT2{/df[Vl^G^(0\T,r;f,f)v^ar2
(0\r,f-T',T')]} (30)

Jc
8f< = tr2{[V,2,^12(r)]} (31)

where K is the Boltzmann collision term and 8K is the Langevin force term. Note that

Eq. (31) is exactly identical to Eq. (2.14), of Ref.[14] which gives the form of 8K from the

density-matrix derivation of the Boltzmann-Langevin equation.

The equation (29-31) is an integro-differential equation with the only time-integral

left in the collision term (30). It is now necessary to resolve the integral over r' along

the real-time path C to integrals over the corresponding physical time t'. To this end we

consider the two branches CT and & separately, i.e. we split the integral into two integrals

over the two branches. In each branch, we know for the physical times that always £ < t.

This allows to employ the following properties of the Green's function GI

p(t ') = 1 - p(f) for t < t'

17



p(t'} for t < t'

where p and 1 are both in one-body space and U^(t, t') is the mean-field time-evolution

operator along physical times from t to t'. The commutator with vi2 in Eq. (30) gives two

terms in each of the two integrals. Thus the final collision term consists out of four terms

K = t r 2 { / V (32)
Jto

"12 Pi (t')*to(t')uF\t', t)UJ;0\t', t)

C'. 0 f w

The collision term can be written much more compactly as

K = tr2{ I [[u, Up®p v p®pU+] - [v, Up®p v pQpU*]] } (33)

where the the following abbreviations for the occuring two-body operators have been

employed

17 =

U =

=

The notation may be abbreviated even further by introducing a "one-body selection"

operator e as

tra{A12} = tna{Mi 3 } (34)

which means in detail that ei = e(l, \')aa'p0' is a two-body operator filtering the one-body

indices as

6 ( 1 , l')aor'/9/9' = f>al&a'
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The collision term can then be written

K = # ! = / ' irli{(el,v\Up®pvp®pU+ - (ev,v]Ufi®pv p®pU+} (35)
Jto

This notation is admittedly little progress as compared to the other compact form (33).

But the use of the one-body selector e will simplify the expression of the fluctuating force

substantially.

The stochastic force term SK requires a similar reduction. It is driven by the thermal

fluctuations of 6pi2. These are specified by the "local" average over a thermalized ensemble

at equal times

',a'0'(t) > = Pc,a'®P00' Pt't®PS'S (36)

where
paa, = < 0+V>' >

p^ = < VV>'+ >= &n'

In these expressions and in the following we shall denote local averages by means of

brackets < ... >. The correlation function of Spi2, see Eq. (36), links all four indices of

the first Sp12 with the four indices of the second Sp^. Accordingly, the evaluation of the

correlation function of the force, < 8Ki(t)8K2(t') >, becomes very cumbersome. Some

details are given in appendix B. The result can be written again in a rather compact

form similar to the collision integral. We find

< SK^SK^t') >= tTl2{[e1,v}Up'®p[v,e2]p'®pU+} (37)

using all the abbreviations introduced above between eqs. (33) and (35). This compact

notation shows formally the close connection between collision integrals and fluctuat-

ing forces, which is often also expressed in terms of the so-called fluctuation-dissipation

theorem [30].

The Boltzmann collision integral and the Langevin force are illustrated graphically in

fig. 2. This also demonstrates the close similarity between both terms. One can say that

the correlation function of the fluctuating force is obtained from the collision integral by

cutting one Fermion loop and inserting a "one-body-selector" e2 there.
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Figure 2: Schematic illustration of the collision term K and the fluctuating force <

A't >.

3.6 The Markovian approximation

3.6.1 The collision term in Markovian approximation

The evaluation of the collision integral (33) is complicated by the fact that the mean-field

Hamiltonian h(f) in the time-evolution operators U\ (t,f) = Texp (— i//0 «?£&,•(£)) itself

depends on time. But remind the condition (23) for the choice of the coarse time step At

for the time over which we consider the collision integral. It is thus consistent to assume

that the mean-field properties do not change very much during that time and we can

approximate

h(t) = h(t) ~ const, in [to,t]

/>(£) = p(t) ~ const, in [t0,t]

This allows to simplify the time-evolution operators to £//°' (/,<') = exp(— i(t —

and accordingly the two-body propagators U in Eqs. (33,35,37) to

(38)

U = c-<(<-«'HM«)+MO) (39)
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We insert the approximations (38) and (39) into the collision term of the form (35). This

yields

Ki = f tr12{[e1,7;]e-^-t'»'"<')+haW)/9'®>t;^®>e'('-t')('ll<t)+/'2('»
J—oo

' (40)

where we have furthermore assumed that the integral has only a short memory kernel

towards the past. Thus it makes no difference whether we start integration from to or

from -co . This approximation is written formally as

/ ' f*
- > / (41)

-J J—<X>

The practical evaluation of the collision integral (40) is best done in the instantaneous

eigenbasis of the mean-field Hamiltonian,

= e*Va (42)

Then the time-evolution operators become diagonal

and similarly for U~ . We furthermore make the approximation

*'e-'(«-«')(«.+e/i-«..-«^) „ ^ (£a 4e0_ £a, _ e(fl) (43)

This means to neglect the principal value part of the time-integral which would describe

merely a renormalization of the mean-field by collision effects. We need now to write down

the collision integral in explicitly labelled notation in order to employ the time-integral

as worked out in Eq. (43). This yields

(44)
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where the summations are done in the instantaneous eigenbasis of h.

The collision term in Markovian approximation as given in Eq. (44) can be rewritten

in a more compact form if we introduce the mean-field Liouvillian as

The Liouvillian £Q is defined here as a superoperator which acts in the space of two-

body operators and makes from a given operator AW another two-body operator. The

notational convention is that £0 acts on all operators standing right of it. We can use

then the identities

and the formalized version of approximation (43)

This allows to write

K1=ir tr12{[e! , v]8(£0)p®p v ji®p - [e-i , v\6(L0)ji®p v p®p} (46)

3.6.2 The fluctuating force in Markovian approximation

The fluctuating force behaves similar to the kernel of the collision integral. Thus it does
A A

have also very short memory. This means that < SKi(t)BK^(t') > is concentrated in a

small neighbourhood about t ftJ t' and it vanishes for times \t — t'\ > Ai. Thus we cen

approximate it as

< SKMSKtf) >= Cu6(t - t') (47)

at the time scale Af M F of the mean-field motion. The correlation operator C"i2 is evaluated

as

'I'dt'
Jto

<8Kl(t}8K.t(t
l}>

dt'tr12{[e1,v]Up^)p[v,e2]p®pU+} (48)
to
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The time-integral therein is treated in Markovian approximation exactly as in the collision

integral outlined above. The outcome is obviously

612 = >rtr12{[e1,i;]«(£o)/»S>[w,C2]W} (49)

where we have to remind that the Liouvillian acts on the whole two-body operator on the

right. The detailed expression in the instantaneous eigenbasis of h(t) is straightforward

but lengthy. We omit it here.

4 Generalization to the T-matrix approach

The above derivation works with a given Fermion-Fermion interaction v\z and treats

it in the mean-field approach as leading order with small collisional corrections from

the remaining residual interaction. This direct approach is not applicable in nuclear

dynamics where the microscopic nucleon-nucleon force is so strong at short distances that

an immediate mean-field treatment is inhibited. One first has to solve the two-body

scattering problem in the nuclear medium. The T-matrix for scattering in the medium

then provides a smooth effective interaction for nuclear mean-field calculations. This could

then be taken as input for the above considerations. There arises however a conceptual

problem: the T-matrix is certainly an appropriate effective interaction at the mean-field

level; but we may produce double-counting if we use it also for collisions. It has been

shown in ref. [26] that there is no double-counting if one derives the Boltzmann collision

term with the T-matrix approach. This result remains also true if the Langevin force is

included. We will sketch here the necessary steps of argumentation.

We start again from the one-body equation (4),

and eliminate the two-body Green's function GU in favour of the T-matrix

= T12G$ (50)
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where the T-matrix then is given by the integral equation

(51)

This is the Bruckner ladder series. It already corresponds to the hierarchy cut-off at the

two-body level, as was done for the Martin-Schwinger hierarchy above. The one-body

equation becomes in terms of the T-matrix

(idr - t\)Gl(r,r') = Sc(r- r')l, - itT2{T12Glr,r; r',r+)} (52)

which is still exact. All approximations are handled via approximations on T.

The ladder series for the T-matrix, see Eq. (51), is rarely handled to full extend and

has never been solved for a truly dynamical situation. One usually invokes a few more

approximations, e.g. freezing the energy-dependence of the T-matrix to the Fermi surface.

These approximations can be formulated by using only an approximate two-body Green's

function G^F in Eq. (51) yielding an approximate T^HF as

lgW F = »» - ivl2G™FT*HF (53)

This Tj2/fF is considered to be the effective interaction for the subsequent mean-field

calculations. The important point is now that one can regenerate the full T-matrix by a

similar series

T — rBHF -rpBHF /WO) r,BHF\ 71 (CA\
-U2 = Jl2 ~ l l \ 2 ^ * 1 2 — Or12 J-'lZ (54)

where the difference between the full two-body propagator and the approximate prop-

agator enters as the effective propagator. We assume that T^HF is already a good

approximation to the full T-matrix. Thus the correction may be treated in first order

perturbation

TU = T»»F + T»HF (G($ - G*»F] T™F (55)

Furthermore, we split the free Green's function as before, see Eq. (25), into separable

mean-field part and fluctuations
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We insert the approximation (55) for the T-matrix into the one-body equation (52) and

count the orders as previously done. This yields

T, r; f , f)T^FU^f, f ; r', r')}

)} (56)

where we have neglected the correction containing Gf2
/7F because this does only contribute

to a renormalization of the mean-field and does not give rise to any collision. Such renor-

malizations have also been discarded in the previous derivation. They dissapear exactly

anyway in the Markovian approximation. Equation (56) is the Boltzmann-Langevin equa-

tion for the one-body Green's function similar to Eq. (28). One merely has to replace

„ _ . rpBHF

vu — > l u

The further reduction to an equation for densities and to the Markovian limit proceeds

as before. This proves that it is justified to use the Boltzmann-Langevin equation in

connection with nuclear effective interactions.

5 Conclusion and outlook

We have derived the Boltzmann-Langevin equation starting from the Martin- Schwinger

hierarchy for the many-body Green's functions . We have used the Green's functions

in the real-time formalism of Keldysh. This generalization to nonequilibrium quantum

mechanics is necessary because the collision term describes dissipative processes heating

up the system. The most important aspect of the present derivation is that we have

derived the Langevin force which complements consistently the Boltzmann collision term.

The key point for the achievement was the observation that the free Green's function G^

which describes the propagation in the mean-field does not separate in a mere product

of one-body Green's functions but is allowed to propagate an arbitrary initial two-body

density /t>i2. This freedom is used to allow thermal fluctuations of the mean-field two-body

density, and these thermal fluctuations then give rise to the stochastic Langevin force.
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A further important point is the careful discussion of time scales and order counting.

We have to assume that the residual interaction which drives the system off the mean-

field path is weak, and that it leads to fully developed collisions within a collision time

which is short as compared to typical times of changes in the mean-field. We divide the

mean-field evolution into short time intervals of the order of the collision time. During

this time, the residual interaction can be treated perturbatively leading essentially to

Fermi's golden rule for the collisions. The thermal fluctuations are input to the initial

conditions for the density at the begining of each time interval. They are assumed to be

of order of the residual interaction because they are generated by the residual interaction

in the former time intervals. This timing and order counting up to second order in

the residual interaction finally leads to the Boltzmann-Langevin equation in the form

(29,30,31) displaying the collision term K and the Langevin force 8K. We have discussed

the further evaluation of the collision term and the stochastic force at several stages of

reduction. The most dramatic step is the Markovian approximation leading finally to the

rather simple forms (46) for the collision term and (49) for the Langevin force.

The representation leaves some open problems. One of the most challenging ones is

the clear separation of collision time and mean-field time, as required in condition (23),

which may be discussed in nuclear dynamics. The treatment has hence to be generalized

to allow memory effects, i.e. an interplay of collisions and mean-field motion. Second,

the fluctuating force is to be handled practically by stochastic methods thus producing

in various separate runs an ensemble of Green's functions . From a practical point of

view this may be a hardly manageable task. An alternative derivation of the Boltzmann-

Langevin equation can be done in the framework of Stochastic TDHF, which provides

a well defined extension of usual TDHF. This approach also leads to a very transparent

explanation of the stochastic force and it may provide a somewhat simpler stochastic

equation-of-motion for practical applications. We are presently working on a derivation

of the Boltzmann-Langevin equation from this alternative point-of-view [12].
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A The free two-body Green's function in detail

In this appendix, we give the properties of the free two-body Green's function in full

detail. This serves to complement the compact notations used in the body of the paper.

The relation between detailed and compact notations is self-explaining.

A.I Green's function and densities

The two- body Green's function is defined as the expectation value

^ ' )} > (57)

where TC is the path-ordering operator and Vv(ra ') generates a Fermion in the single

particle state a' at time Ta>.

The two-body density />12 can be obtained by a particular limiting process towards

equal times

c,./3.(T,T;T + e,T + e) =< '4><(To')^'(T^0(T^c,('rc'} >= Pa<0'0a = Pit (58)

There is a great variety of such limiting processes all delivering different orderings for the

particle operators. We examplifiy it here for a few typical variants:

<r-»0

C™*U

Although these limits all look quite different, they contain the same information as p^.

This becomes obvious by expressing them in terms of p\i and the related one-body density

Pa'a = (A-
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where A is the total number of Fermions in the system. We obtain for the above sequence

of limites

v > = +Pa'0'0a ~ S0'0Pa'a + f>0'aPa'0 ~ ^a'0P0'a + f>a'aP0'0

P' > = —Pa'0'0a + £0'0Pa'a ~ 60'aPa'0 + ^a>0P0'a

F > = +Pa'0'0a ~ t>0'0Pa'a + f>0'c,Pa'0

A.2 The free Green's function for given initial condition

These limits serve also as starting point for the expression of the Green's function in the

various branches of time-orderings. We aim at describing the two-body Green's function

at arbitrary time arguments with one given initial condition pa0a'0'(T)- We consider here

only the free Green's function G^a,0l whose time dependence is determined by motion in

the mean-field h(r).

The time-evolution operator for the mean-field is

UW(r,T0) = Tc{exp(-if;odT'h(T'))} for r > TO

, (59)
£/(°>(r0,r) = uM(r,T0) for TO>T

In fact, it is a matrix operation £/^°)(T, TO) = U^(T,TO) on a single particle state, e.g.

We will abbreviate it in the following as

which should imply that U^ remains still a full matrix operation but we indicate only the

action on the particular Fermion operator by the single particle index. The full Green's

function is then recovered from the density by applying the mean-field evolution (59) to

the limit of equal times, i.e.

G*00>0'(TaT0; Ta,rp) = UW(ra, r)U$\T0, T) (60)

( r r. i^T .-.T Go0o,'0'(raT0; Ta,T0,) } U$\T, T0I)U^(T, Ta.)
\ 'Ql'fSt'Q* » ' ft'^^ ' I
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The result is exemplified for a few cases of time-ordering:

T0, T) (61)

(Pa'0'0a — fi0'0Pa'a + £>0'aPa'0 ~ &a'0P0'a + f>a'af>0'0) Up (T, T0')Ua, ( T , Tai)

for TO, T0 > TO', T0i

(f\Tft, r) (62)

(—Pa'0'0a + f>0'0Pa'a ~ f>0'aPa'0 + i>a'0P0'a) Up, (r , T0i)Ua, (T , Ta/)

for TQ > T0i

(63)

, T) (pa>0'0a ~

for Tai

, , T) ( - /> a W o

for T0.

, Ta>]

(64)

(65)

, T ) ^?> (T , T ^ ) ^ ^ , TO;)

for Ta/,T0. > Ta,T0

Note that the one-body densities therein together with the mean-field propagators yield

the one-body Green's functions as

for TO< > TO

for TO' < TO

A.3 The equation-of-motion for the free Green's function

The equations-of-motion for the free Green's function are

3] Ta'T0') =

(66)
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; TO.) (67)

; ra.) (68)

and similar equations for the a' and ft'. The free Green's function (61), expanded in the

previous section, is the solution of these equations-of-motion for the initial condition

] T + £T + £) = < lf)^(Ta')^(T0l)lp0(T0)^a(Ta) > = po'0'0a

It was shown in the first subsection that this limit suffices to determine all other limits

with varied time-orderings.

It is important to note that the Green's function thus defined is called a free Green's

function because its time-evolution is determined by the mean-field propagator U^. How-

ever, the initial condition can be correlated by any two-body density pa'p'pa- The separable

form of an uncorrelated Green's function

a'(T0; Ta>)

is obtained only by starting from an uncorrelated initial condition

Pa'0>0a = Pa'aP0'0 ~ Pa'0P0'a

B Evaluation of the fluctuating force

We first evaluate the commutators in the definition (31) of 6K

< 6Ki(t)6K2(t') > =

A A

We select now the first term on the right-hand-side, called < 8K\6K% >/ in the following,

and treat it in more detail. We take the traces out of the local ensemble averages < ... >
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which act only on the 6pjs. This yields

>=

But now, the notation becomes a bit dangerous because operator products have been

separated over the expression. We have to switch to a very detailed notation displaying

all indices of the operators involved. This reads

0...61

We assume that t > t' and move the Sp to t' using the mean-field evolution operator

U = U

We write it out with all indices

0...S

We are left to evaluate the correlation function associated to 6pi2. The operator of the

correlations (or fluctuations) is the two-body density minus the one-body separable part,

thus

(69)

It vanishes in the (local) average,

< 8pn >= 0

by construction. But the fluctuation exists. It is evaluated easily using Wick's theorem

as

-> = <

only cross-over contractions
y >< 0«06t > iexchanges
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where "cross-over contractions" means only contractions from the left 6p to the right Sp

and no contractions within one and the same Sp. This leads immediately to Eq. (36).

Inserting the ensemble average for the square of Sp as given in Eq. (36) yields

0.J

This can abviously be rewritten in compact notation as

which is exactly one term in Eq. (37). The other three terms, corresponding to the

other three ordering in the two commutators, can be derived similarly. Thus we obtain

altogether the result in Eq. (37).
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